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The Sun Pub Quiz
Britain's bestselling travel guide for over 35 years and
the only truly independent pub guide of its kind.
***Featured in the Guardian, the Times and Mail Online
and on BBC Radio 4*** The 38th edition of this muchloved book is as irreplaceable as ever. Organised county
by county, its yearly updates and reader
recommendations ensure that only the best pubs make
the grade. Here you will not only find a fantastic range of
countryside havens, bustling inns and riverside retreats,
but also pubs known for their excellent food, some
specialising in malt whiskey and craft beers. Discover the
top pubs in each county for beer, food and
accommodation, and find out the winners of the coveted
titles of Pub of the Year and landlord of the Year. Packed
with hidden gems, The Good Pub Guide continues to
provide a wealth of honest, entertaining and up-to-date
information on the countries drinking establishments.
'A delight to read' RACHEL KHOO Shortlisted for the
2015 Fortnum & Mason Food Book Award Winner of
UK's Best Culinary Travel Book in the Gourmand World
Cookbook Awards 2015 'When we eat, we travel.' So
begins The Edible Atlas. Mina Holland takes you on a
journey around the globe, demystifying the flavours,
ingredients and techniques at the heart of thirty-nine
cuisines. What's the origin of kimchi in Korea? Why do
we associate Argentina with steak? What's the story
behind the curries of India? Weaving anecdotes and
history - from the role of a priest in the genesis of
camembert to the Mayan origins of the word 'chocolate' Page 1/20
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with recipes and tips from food experts such as Yotam
Ottlolenghi, Jos Pizarro and Giorgio Locatelli, The Edible
Atlas is an irresistible tour of the cuisines of the world for
food lovers and armchair travellers alike.
Forty ready-made quizzes. Each quiz has 6 rounds, each
of 10 questions
*With 10% more content than other beer and pub guides,
and over 100 new entries this year* The 35th edition of
this much-loved guide is as invaluable as ever.
Organized county by county, its comprehensive yearly
updates and countless reader recommendations ensure
that only the very best pubs make the grade. Here you
will not only find classic country pubs, town centre inns,
riverside retreats and historic havens, but also popular
newcomers including gastro pubs and pubs specialising
in malt whisky and craft beer. Discover the top pubs in
each country for beer, food and accommodation, and
find out the winners of the coveted titles of Pub of the
Year and Landlord of the Year. Packed with hidden
gems, The Good Pub Guide provides a wealth of honest,
entertaining, up-to-date and indispensable information.
This new title from Bradt tells the inspiring and emotional
story of Ishbel Holmes, also known as 'World Bike Girl', a
Scottish-Iranian woman who became a champion racing
cyclist in spite of having been abandoned by her family,
and who set off on the adventure of a lifetime despite her
lack of experience, money or equipment. Ishbel Holmes
was determined to cycle the world but her journey took a
completely unexpected turn when, despite her initial
instincts not to, she rescued a street dog in Turkey.
Ishbel was lost and alone when she started on her epic
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trip, but in Lucy found a companionship never previously
known. Between the two there formed a deep bond and
their relationship was followed and supported by
thousands of readers online, before becoming a media
sensation overnight when Ishbel put out a plea for help
to transport Lucy to an animal shelter three hundred
miles away. This heart-rending tale is about more than
just the relationship between a woman and her dog. It is
a testimony to the human spirit, overcoming present-day
challenges and churning up long-buried and painful
memories from Ishbel's earlier life. It is also a tale of
adventure, one person's determination to cross an
unfamiliar country by bike and the unforgettable scenes
that greet her on the Turkey-Syria border and into Syria
itself. And it is a loving portrait of Lucy, the street dog
that was determined not to let Ishbel go and whose
dogged persistence helped to break down the barriers
around her heart and in so doing change her life in ways
she had never imagined. Ultimately, this is a tale of love
and healing, a modern fable that touches the soul and
reminds us all of the need to belong.
You probably know them best from March's electrifying
University Challenge semi-final, which saw two of the
series' most memorable contestants, dapper Bobby
Seagull and fan favourite Eric Monkman, go head-tohead in a Cambridge derby between Emmanuel and
Wolfson colleges. In this new quiz book, however,
Monkman and Seagull are on the same team - and their
opponent is you!Containing over 540 questions - FROM
THE MOST DIFFICULT, TO ONES DESIGNED FOR
YOUNGER READERS, this book will see the devilish
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wits of TV's brainiest boffins put to the page for the first
time, with tricks and tests to taunt even the smuggest
sofa-shouter. From puzzles to pop quizzes on everything
from particle physics to philharmonics, it's sure to
perplex even Paxman.
On 14 April 2013, Daniel Graham and his twin brother,
Jake, stepped out of their front door in Bristol and on to
the path. Longing for a challenge, they set out to
complete the adventure of a lifetime: a 3,000-kilometre
walk through Western Europe.Camping beneath trees
and washing in rivers, the journey led them through the
quaint villages of southern England and on to the
European mainland. Trekking steadily south, they
continued on through the arable hills of the Benelux
countries, the humble peaks of the Vosges Mountains,
the gorges of the Jura Range and, finally, to the French
Alps, a majestic barrier of summits and valleys that
would lead them on to the Mediterranean
Sea.Unsupported and on a tight budget, the brothers
soon learnt of the ever-changing nature of the path - one
moment inflicting illness and doubt, the next summoning
the unprovoked kindness of strangers. From the
profound beauty of the smallest flower to the resounding
grandeur of an alpine massif, Daniel and Jake's fivemonth expedition through Western Europe to the
Mediterranean Sea is a heart-warming tale of
companionship, adventure and unrelenting
determination.
What happens when you want to take a holiday or even
just pop out for a drink and your dog looks up at you with
expectant eyes? Do you know which pubs welcome
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muddy paws with a bowl of water and a dog biscuit? Or
where you and your dog can both enjoy a comfortable
overnight stay? From the editors of the UK's No 1 travel
guide, the much loved Good Pub Guide, comes the
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs.
Featuring a fantastic new easy-to-use page-layout and
fully updated information, the guide provides you with
hundreds of wonderful places in the UK to drink, eat and
stay with your pet. So don't leave your dog a treat and
take your faithful friend on holiday too!

A guide to Madrid with insider's reviews of everything
from leading tourist attractions, such as the Prado,
Reina Sofia and Thyssen museums, to lesser known
sights. Includes full and detailed critical listings for
accommodation, restaurants, tapas bars, etc. Text
boxes give background information on contemporary
Madrid life, cultural idiosyncrasies and local tips.
Detailed maps are fully cross-referenced with listings
to pinpoint each location. A chapter also covers
daytrips from Madrid to historic towns and sights,
including Toledo, with its majestic Cathedral and the
faded grandeur of Segovia.
Discover Rough Guides' home patch with the most
incisive and entertaining guidebook on the market.
Whether you plan to tuck into a balti in Birmingham,
get your thrills at Blackpool Pleasure Beach or tackle
Scotland's majestic North Coast 500, The Rough
Guide to Great Britain will show you the ideal places
to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. Page 5/20
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Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough
Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and
insight, to help you get the most out of your visit, with
options to suit every budget. - Full-colour maps
throughout - navigate the medieval lanes of York or
Bath's Georgian streets without needing to get
online. - Stunning images - a rich collection of
inspiring colour photography. - Things not to miss Rough Guides' rundown of Britain's best sights and
experiences. - Itineraries - carefully planned routes
to help you organize your trip. - Detailed regional
coverage - whether off the beaten track or in more
mainstream tourist destinations, this travel guide has
in-depth practical advice for every step of the way.
Areas covered include: London and the southeast;
the Cotswolds; Bath, Bristol and the southwest; East
Anglia; the Midlands and the Peak District; Leeds,
Manchester and the northwest; Yorkshire; Newcastle
and the northeast; Cardiff and South Wales;
Snowdonia; Edinburgh and the Lothians; Glasgow
and the Clyde; the Scottish Highlands and Islands.
Attractions include: Hampton Court Palace; Oxford's
colleges; the Eden Project; Manchester's Northern
Quarter; Hadrian's Wall; the Lake District;
Portmeirion; Welsh castles; Edinburgh Festival and
the West Highland Railway. - Basics - essential predeparture practical information including getting
there, local transport, accommodation, food and
drink, the media, festivals and events, sports and
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outdoor activities. - Background information - a
Contexts chapter devoted to history and film, plus
recommended books. Make the Most of Your Time
on Earth with The Rough Guide to Great Britain.
Get your pub on with Britain's bestselling travel guide
for over 35 years. ***Featured in the Guardian, the
Times and Mail Online and on BBC Radio 4*** Now
in its 39th edition, The Good Pub Guide remains
Britain's best-loved guide to pubs around the
country. Organised county by county, yearly updates
and reader recommendations ensure that only the
best pubs make the grade. Whether you're seeking a
countryside haven or a bustling city inn, a family
friendly eatery or somewhere with great craft beer,
The Good Pub Guide will never steer you wrong. It
offers comprehensive information on everything from
opening hours and prices to pub dogs, with starred
reviews marking truly outstanding establishments.
Discover the best in each county for beer, food and
accommodation, and find out the winners of the
coveted titles of 'Pub of the Year' and 'Landlord of
the Year'. Packed with honest, entertaining and up-todate information, this is the only pub guide you'll ever
need and the perfect gift for any pub lover and opens
with special contributions from James Blunt, Seedlip
founder Ben Branson, Great British Bake Off winner
Candice Brown and best-selling author Christopher
Winn.
The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget has all you
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need to know for an out-of-this-world trip that won't
affect your credit rating. Leave financial woes behind
and get to grips with every corner of the continent,
from awe-inspiring Stonehenge to the jaw-dropping
Sistine Chapel, blissful beaches on Croatia's Brac
and cool beers in Budapest's ruin pubs. Handy
itineraries will help you decide your route, clear,
colour-coded maps let you plan your days and
gorgeous photos will have you rearing to go.
Combined with in-depth descriptions of all the key
sights and painstakingly researched
recommendations for the best hostels, hotels,
campsites, cafés, restaurants, bars and clubs, The
Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget reveals the
continent in all its glory, without breaking the bank.
And if you do feel like splashing out occasionally,
"treat yourself" boxes offer inspiration - take a dip in
the rooftop pool at Bath's Thermae Spa or track
down Wroclaw's most mouthwatering pierogi, for
example. Make the most of your European
adventure with The Rough Guide to Europe on a
Budget that includes countries like Albania, Austria,
Belgium & Luxembourg, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Morocco, The Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
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Turkey and Ukraine.
Discover England with the most incisive
andentertaining guidebook on the market. Whether
you plan to explore historichouses and hipster
hangouts in south London, hike through Britain's
firstnational park in the Peak District or ride the
waves off the coast of Cornwall,The Rough Guide to
England will showyou ideal places to sleep, eat,
drink and shop along the way. Inside The Rough
Guide to England - Independent, trusted
reviewswritten in Rough Guides' trademark blend of
humour, honesty andinsight, to help you get the
most out of your visit, with options to suit
everybudget. - Full-colour maps throughout
-navigate the lively streets of East London or Bath's
Regencyavenues without needing to get online. Stunning, inspirational images Itineraries- carefully
planned routes to help you organise your trip. Detailed regional coverage -whether off the beaten
track or in more mainstream tourist destinations,this
travel guide has in-depth practical advice for every
step of the way.Areas covered include: London;
Bath, Bristol and the West Country;Brighton and the
southeast; Cambridge and East Anglia; Birmingham
and theMidlands; Oxford and the Cotswolds;
Manchester, Liverpool and the northwest; theLake
District; Yorkshire; Newcastle and the northeast.
Attractions include:Stonehenge; The Eden Project;
Dreamland, Margate; Hampton Court; Tate St Ives;
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Dartmoor;London's markets; Blackpool Pleasure
Beach; Hadrian's Wall; Durham Cathedral. - Basics essential pre-departurepractical information including
getting there, local transport, accommodation,food
anddrink, the media, festivals and events, sports and
outdoor activities and more. - Background
information - aContexts chapter devoted to history,
architecture, books and literature, music andfilm.
Make the Most of Your Time on Earth with
TheRough Guide to England.
The Lyon Travel Guide 2017 is the most up-to-date,
reliable and complete guide to this wonderful city.
Travelers will find everything they need for an
unforgettable visit presented in a convenient and
easy-to-use format. Includes quick information on
planning a visit, navigating the city, experiencing
French culture and exploring the beauty of Lyon.
Also includes a French phrasebook to help you
communicate with the locals.
Lisa thinks she has it all - dream job, besotted
boyfriend, loyal friends, even her pub quiz team
might win. But she's about to find out that things
aren't quite as they seem. Charismatic Judith,
devastated when she lost partner, Martin, in the
floods, has moved to Manchester to escape the past.
Trawling the Internet by day, haunted by her
memories at night, she occupies her time stalking
the new friends she met at the Sun pub quiz. Lisa is
initially beguiled by the glamorous older woman but
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soon becomes suspicious of Judith's motives. As
she pits her wits against Judith's wiles her amateur
investigations trigger a murderous chain of events.
Who is Judith? And just who is deluded?
The Sun Pub QuizHarperCollins UK
Every Saturday the Sun publishes a large general
knowledge crossword -- the Quizword. The
Quizword provides a real challenge and this book
brings together over 100 crosswords to tax the
enthusiast. The Quizword is a sort of pub quiz in
which the questions have been turned into clues.
The subjects covered include music, television,
sport, radio, history, geography, mythology, and
current affairs.
Knock back a brew and play a few rounds of the
greatest, most fascinating, and hilarious pub trivia
ever devised, written by 12-time Jeopardy! champion
Austin Rogers, a longtime New York City bartender
and pub trivia host for 15 years.
Eat your way around the world without leaving your
home in this mouthwatering cultural history of 100
classic dishes. Best Culinary Travel Book (U.K.),
Gourmand World Cookbook Awards Finalist for the
Fortnum & Mason Food Book Award “When we eat,
we travel.” So begins this irresistible tour of the
cuisines of the world, revealing what people eat and
why in forty cultures. What’s the origin of kimchi in
Korea? Why do we associate Argentina with steak?
Why do people in Marseille eat bouillabaisse? What
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spices make a dish taste North African versus North
Indian? What is the story behind the curries of India?
And how do you know whether to drink a wine from
Bourdeaux or one from Burgundy? Bubbling over
with anecdotes, trivia, and lore—from the role of a
priest in the genesis of Camembert to the Mayan
origins of the word chocolate—The World on a Plate
serves up a delicious mélange of recipes, history,
and culinary wisdom to be savored by food lovers
and armchair travelers alike.
Over 1000 medium-grade questions from Collins
Pub Quiz. Organised into over 60 separate quizzes
covering everything from pop stars to death stars.
Specially designed for e-readers, with easy-tonavigate question and answer sections so anyone
can be the quizmaster.
Ranging from easy to difficult levels, the quizzes in
this comprehensive trivia book cover every aspect of
darts, including the basic rules of the game, the
results, the politics, the history, the venues, the
winners, the losers, the teams and the players.
Whether you are training for your local pub quiz or
just want to show off your knowledge to your friends,
this is the ultimate darts resource.
Why do your fingers go wrinkly in the bath? What
kind of animal can have 21 limbs? Who would really
win a fight between a T.Rex and Godzilla? Test your
knowledge of all things scientific with the biggest,
brightest and most mind-bending quiz book this side
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of the Big Bang. Featuring 100 brain-melting Q&As,
with enlightening explanations provided throughout,
this is the ultimate examination of what you know
about space, chemistry, quantum physics, science
fiction and much more.
It's time for Ellie to return home and rediscover the
past she left behind... After a tough break-up, Ellie
returns to the only place she's ever really felt at
home – the coastal town of Sanderson Bay. A year
later, she's living her dream, brewing delicious
artisan teas and selling them at her very own café.
And when the mysterious and brooding Ben walks
into her tearoom, Ellie finally dares to dream of true
love. But then her ex shows up in the Bay, and just
as Ellie discovers some tragic truths about her
family's past, she learns Ben might be hiding an
unwelcome secret of his own... Can Ellie let go of
her past and brave a future with Ben?
The ultimate guide to becoming a bar trivia
champion! Which NBA coach coined and
trademarked the term "threepeat"? Which animal
has four knees? Which famous candy bar is named
for a U.S. president's daughter? Brimming with
answers to popular questions like these, The Best
Bar Trivia Book Ever arms you with the knowledge
your team needs to annihilate your bar trivia
competition. This must-have guide features
hundreds of facts, covering everything from sports
and pop culture to history and science, so that you're
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always ready to deliver the ultimate trivia
smackdown. You'll also get all the ins and outs of
your favorite event with information on important bar
trivia rules, assembling a team, and claiming
victories week after week. Whether you're new to the
scene or want to dominate at your local bar, this
book will help your team outsmart the competition
every single week!
How to create successfully a Pub Quiz with over 3.502
questions and answers in English and German. Full tutorial
on how to organise a good quiz and invent own questions for
a fun night - get your beer ready and start.
Britain's bestselling travel guide for over 30 years and the
only truly independent guide of its kind. ***Featured in the
Guardian, the Times and Mail Online and on BBC Radio 4***
The 37th edition of this much-loved book is as irreplaceable
as ever. Organised county by county, its yearly updates and
reader recommendations ensure that only the best pubs
make the grade. Here you will not only find a fantastic range
of countryside havens, bustling inns and riverside retreats,
but also a growing number of gastropubs and pubs
specialising in malt whiskey and craft beers. Discover the top
pubs in each county for beer, food and accommodation, and
find out the winners of the coveted titles of Pub of the Year
and landlord of the Year. Packed with hidden gems, The
Good Pub Guide continues to provide a wealth of honest,
entertaining and up-to-date information on the countries
drinking establishments.
Challenge yourself, challenge your friends. Or make it official
and host a night of fun, enlightening, and hilarious trivia. The
pub quiz is a cultural institution, and bartender Austin Rogers
is singularly good at it, not only as the long-time host of a
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hugely popular New York City quiz night, but also as a
12-time Jeopardy! champion with earnings of over $400,000.
He knows a whole of just about everything, and he knows
how to run an uproariously entertaining quiz night—all of which
he shares in this bible of pub trivia. The Ultimate Book of Pub
Trivia by the Smartest Guy in the Bar features over 3,000
questions sorted into more than 300 rounds of well-balanced
and smartly curated quizzes for hours of amusement with
family and friends. The topics include pop culture, sports,
history, and pretty much everything else under the sun,
including Random Sh*t You Might Know: Reflecting its clingy
proclivity, Bindwood and Lovestone are archaic English
names for this plant (Answer: Ivy). Sorted by difficulty level,
each page is annotated with did-you-know facts, jokes, and
other marginalia brimming with fascinating history, bartending
tips, pointers for winning Jeopardy!, and useful advice on how
to run your own pub trivia night. It’s the perfect gift for trivia
lovers, pub regulars, and Jeopardy! fans.
Why Are We Always Indoors? (...unless we're off to Barnard
Castle) is a personal chronicle of the strangest and darkest
football close season in modern history. Having studied
politics at university, Paul Armstrong spent much of his career
running BBC TV's Match of the Day, then wrote the memoir
Why Are We Always On Last? which was published in 2019.
In March 2020, he embarked on a journal of London
lockdown life against the backdrop of the coronavirus
pandemic. This eventually spanned the 105 days between
MOTD's Premier League highlights being removed from the
schedules and returning in June. Musings and anecdotes
about sport, TV, music and life under lockdown became
increasingly overshadowed by the mounting tragedy, and a
sense of despair and anger at how the crisis was handled at
the highest level. This was informed by a lifetime of studying
and following politics and by a network of contacts from
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television and sport, and in various other affected walks of
life. A first-hand account of a slice of living history, conveyed
with dark humour and a sense of urgency and immediacy.
200 mini quizzes, each one comprising of 15 questions.
Answers are grouped with the questions for ease of use. All
Questions have been carefully selected from a selection of
easy and harder subjects that is sure to entertain and tax
everyone's brain cells!
This handy portable guide features up-to-date information,
including food, drinks, facilities and opening hours, for the
best pubs in the North of England, as chosen by the highly
respected editors of the annual Good Pub Guide. Spanning
Cheshire, Cleveland, County Durham, Cumbria, Greater
Manchester, Lancashire, Merseyside, Northumberland, Tyne
& Wear and Yorkshire here are handpicked pubs specialising
in food, wine, malt whisky and own-brew beer. Whether
you're planning a holiday in this part of the UK and trying to
find some charming pub accommodation, looking for a place
to enjoy a weekend walk with the dog, or simply in search of
some warming pub food and a welcome pint of real ale, this is
the guide for you.
The Rough Guide to London is the ultimate travel guide to
one of the world's most exciting cities. With full color
throughout and dozens of photos to illustrate London's great
buildings, iconic landmarks, and distinctive neighborhoods,
this updated guidebook will show you the best the city has to
offer, from Big Ben, the London Eye, and Olympic Park to
markets and museums, gourmet restaurants, and hidden
pubs. London has something for everyone--art galleries and
shopping arcades, spacious parks and grand palaces--and
The Rough Guide to London uncovers it all. Detailed color
maps for each neighborhood, plus a tube map and practical
information on all the essentials, make getting around easy.
With chapters dedicated to the best hotels, restaurants and
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cafés, pubs and bars, live music and clubs, shops, theater,
kids' activities, and more, you'll be sure to make the most of
your time in this city with The Rough Guide to London. Series
Overview: For more than thirty years, adventurous travelers
have turned to Rough Guides for up-to-date and intuitive
information from expert authors. With opinionated and lively
writing, honest reviews, and a strong cultural background,
Rough Guides travel books bring more than 200 destinations
to life. Visit RoughGuides.com to learn more.
This new sixth edition of Bradt's Georgia, the only dedicated
guide to the country, has been thoroughly updated throughout
to include all the most recent developments, ranging from
greatly expanded coverage of Batumi, Adjara and Svaneti to
the addition of new maps for Tbilisi, Mestia and Telavi.
Tourism is booming in Georgia: the number of guesthouses
has mushroomed, Tbilisi airport has just opened a second
terminal and a new terminal and rail link are under
construction at Kutaisi airport. New low-cost flights are now
available and visa-free travel is the norm for most. With
Bradt's Georgia discover both the old and the new. The
capital, Tbilisi, has seen huge changes in the past decade
with some conspicuous new projects such as the Peace
Bridge, the Opera House and the Presidential Palace, as well
as excellent new restaurants and bars. Much of the country
can be reached in day-trips from the luxury hotels of Tbilisi
and Batumi, and the remotest areas such as Svaneti and the
Pankisi Valley can also now be visited. In addition, Mestia,
the capital of Svaneti, now has an airport and two ski resorts.
Also new for this edition is expanded information on Tusheti
and the Trans Caucasian Trail, a volunteer-led project to
create two long-distance hiking routes, east-west and northsouth, linking the Black Sea with the Caspian, the Greater
Caucasus with the Lower Caucasus and Georgia with
Armenia and Azerbaijan. The Georgian wine industry is
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covered, with particular emphasis on natural qvevri wines,
and so too are skiing, rugby, the World Heritage sites of
Mtskheta and Gelati, Georgian food, 5th-century churches,
cave cities, and Georgian polyphonic singing. Bradt's unique
guide to Georgia is the ideal companion for all travellers, from
serious hikers to wine buffs, high-end culture lovers to
backpackers of all ages.

Completely updated, this must-have guide features
more than 900 reviews of London's best bars, pubs,
clubs, wine bars, and gastropubs. It offers a huge
range of choices, including swanky cocktail bars,
sports and comedy bars, child-friendly pubs, and the
best local watering holes. The bars are indexed
alphabetically, by subject, and by area, with detailed
maps pinpointing most bars by name.
Is there really a pub called The Toad Rock Retreat?
Which one town has the pubs with both the longest
and the shortest names? How many Lions, Crowns
and Horses are there? How many pubs are called
The Speculation, The Triple Plea, The Welcome
Stranger? Why would you give your pub a name like
The Geese Have Gone Over The Water? The
author, in his valiant attempt to answer these and
many other questions, has produced a book which is
surely essential reading.What exactly is a pub? What
should pubs be like? Why do we think that way? Is
there a perfect pub? Can we imagine one that
nobody would ever go in? Who does go in pubs, and
why, and for what? Where is the straightest pub
crawl? So, how did we get where we are, and where
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do we go from here? Whether it's to The King's
Head, The Queen's Arms, The Three Legs or The
Eel's Foot, be sure to take this book with you.
Britain’s favourite newspaper presents 4000 quiz
questions and answers for anyone thirsty for trivia.
Test yourself against your friends or run a pub quiz
all on your own! All quizzes and answers are
hyperlinked for ease of use. Choose to hide the
answers or view them alongside each quiz; test
yourself or be the quiz master!
With The Most Amazingly Awesome Pub Quiz Book
Ever, you can experience the fun of a pub quiz in
your own home, or help get one started at your local
bar. Which group wrote the songs for the movie
Saturday Night Fever? Who sang with Elton John on
Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me? Which Belinda
sang that Heaven Is A Place On Earth? With
answers to many questions like these and more, The
Most Amazingly Awesome Pub Quiz Book Ever will
help you take on even the most ardent of trivia
enthusiast. With hundreds of questions on
everything from history and sports, to music and
geography, you will always be ready for the ultimate
trivia smackdown. It's got everything you need...
except the alcohol!
With 200 themed quizzes ranging from easy to
extremely hard, this trivia book has questions
suitable for kids and adults alike. All aspects of the
sport are covered, from the Premiership, the lower
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divisions, the FA Cup, the Champions League, the
World Cup, England stars and legends past and
present as well as Irish, Scottish and Welsh soccer,
there are plenty of questions to keep even the most
knowledgeable of soccer fans guessing. Whether
you are training for your local pub quiz or just want to
show off your knowledge to your friends, this is the
ultimate guide to the names, games, and trivia of
soccer.
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